
VOCABULARY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shGha68qLvY&t=273s&list=PL6YbN-

BOq4Vhs1DVLOJlBqwNLkHoONTCN&index=11 

 

DEPARTURES   At the top level   

Departure: the act of leaving a place 

The departure lounge/time/gate 

The departure board 

 International/Domestic departures 

 

ARRIVAL  At the bottom level 

   Arrival: The act of coming to a place 

    International/Domestic arrivals 

 

ESCALATOR 
Stairs or a machine that carry you between two or more levels in an airport ELEVATOR/LIFT 

 
 

 

 SELF CHECK-IN (you do that at a kiosk)              CHECK-IN COUNTER 

You go there to do two things: get your boarding pass and check in your luggage 

   

CHECKED BAGGAGE/LUGGAGE The suitcases that are checked at the check-in counter 
CARRY-ON BAGGAGE/LUGGAGE               Any bags that we want to take on to the plane with us 

 

BAG TAG   A small piece of plastic or paper that you yourself put on to your suitcase 

AT THE SELF CHECK-IN You get your boarding pass and your bag tag that you put onto your 

suitcase, yourself,  then you look for the sign ‘baggage drop’ and put your 

suitcase on a conveyor belt 
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   CONVERSATION AT THE CHECK-IN COUNTER 

 

                                                                           

Next please.  

Could I have your passport?  

How many bags are you checking in? I have two bags to check in. 

Would you prefer an aisle seat or a window seat? I’d like a window seat, please. 

  

Okay, here’s your boarding pass.  

Boarding time is 8:45 from gate 23.  

  

 

  

CUSTOMS  A place at an airport where your bags are checked as you come into a country 

   At customs they will ask for your passport and stamp it. 

 

SECURITY  A place at an airport where you go after your passport has been checked so that 

                                           officials can find out if you are carrying something which is not allowed. 

 

 

  AT THE SECURITY 

   

“Do you have a laptop?” 

“Do you have any liquid?” 

“Are you wearing a belt?” 

“Take off your shoes.” 

“Put your arms out.” 
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AFTER YOU HAVE BEEN THROUGH SECURITY, YOU NEED TO FIND YOUR GATE 

 

 GATE   A way out of an airport through which passengers go to get on their plane. 

 

 

  

AT THE CUSTOMS, AFTER YOUR ARRIVAL 

“Where are you coming from?” 

“What is the purpose of your visit?” 

“Do you have anything to declare?” 

  

ON A BOARDING PASS Departure gate 
Boarding time:     the time you need to be on the plane 
Departure time:   the time the plane leaves. Usually you have to be on the 
                                plane half an hour before the plane leaves 
Seat number 
Flight number 
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E X E R C I S E S  

AIRPORT VOCABULARY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=shGha68qLvY&t=273s&list=PL6YbN-

BOq4Vhs1DVLOJlBqwNLkHoONTCN&index=11 

 

CROSSWORDS 

 

  1  2         3 

 

            

 4     5         

            

            

6          7    

            

            

   8           

            

            

            

            

 

 

ACROSS 

1. A small piece of plastic or paper that you yourself put on to your suitcase. 

5. The counter where you get your boarding password. 

6. The airport level where passengers go when they are leaving. 

8. A seat on an airplane that is next to the passage. 

DOWN 

2. The area at the bottom level where passengers get after they disembark. 

3. A seat on an airplane that is next to the window. 

4. A way out of an airport through which passengers go to get on their plane. 

5. A place at an airport where your bags are checked. 

7. A place at an airport where you go after your passport has been checked. 
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Fill in with the appropriate word. 

Gate / board / lounge 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

   
DEPARTURE ……………………….. DEPARTURE ……………………………. DEPARTURE ……………………………… 

 

What’s the word you hear? 

ESCALATE ESCALATOR ESCALATION ESCALATING 

LIFTING LIFTED LIFT LIVING 

SECURELY SECURE SECURITY SECULAR 

CUSTARD CUSTODY CASTOR CUSTOMS 

LUGS LUGGAGE LUGGING LUGGED 

ELEVATOR ELEVATED ELEVATE ELEVATING 

  

Which one? 

 

ELEVATOR 

 Machine that carries you between two or more levels in an 
airport. ESCALATOR 

 

 

CHECKED BAGGAGE 
 Any bags that we want to take on to the plane with us. 
CARRY-ON BAGGAGE 

   

GATE 

 
You go there to do two things: get your boarding pass and check 
in your luggage CHECK-IN 

 

 



BAG TAG 
 

You yourself or the flight assistant at the counter put it onto your 
suitcase, before placing it on the baggage carousel BOARDING PASS 

 

AT THE SELF CHECK-IN 
 

You get your boarding pass and your bag tag, that you put 
 onto your  suitcase, then you look for a ‘baggage drop’ and 
put your suitcase on a conveyor belt 
 

AT THE CHECK-IN 
COUNTER 

 

  

   

   CONVERSATION AT THE CHECK-IN COUNTER 

Rewrite in the correct order 

 

                                                                           

Next please.  

have I could passport your?  

checking many are how you in bags? I to two have check bags in. 

window prefer you would aisle or a seat 
seat an? 

like I a seat please window would. 

boarding okay is your here pass.  

8:45 time is boarding 23 from gate.  

 

  

 

 

 

   



 

 

AT THE SECURITY 

Fill in the blanks with the word suggested by the cue 

   

“Do you have a __________________?” 
 

 

“Do you have any ________________?” 

  

“Are you wearing a _______________?” 
 

  

“Take off your ________________.” 
 

 

“Put your _________________ out.” 
 

 
 

  

ON THE BOARDING PASS 

D__  __  __  __  __  __  __  __    g ___  __  __:    passageway in an air terminal where passengers embark 

B  __  __  __  __  __  __  __    t ___  __  __:         the time you need to be on the plane 

D __  __  __  __  __  __  __  __    t ___  __  __:   the time the plane leaves. Usually you have to be on the 
                                                                                   plane half an hour before the plane leaves 
 
S  __  __  __   N  __  __  __   __  __:                      it tells you where you can seat on the plane  

F  __  __  __  __  __     N __  __  __  __  __:         It is on the left-hand corner on your boarding pass 



AT THE CUSTOMS, AFTER YOUR ARRIVAL 

“__________________ are you coming from?” 

“__________________ is the purpose of your visit?” 

“Do you have anything to __________________?” 

  



 


